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Lightning is the strongest natural source of electromagnetic field. Of man-made sources, 

only high altitude nuclear explosion may compete with the lightning. Today, the hazardous 

effects from lightning EMF impacts have become particularly significant due to massive 

introduction of microelectronics providing creation and functioning of smart systems in various 

spheres of social life, into industry. The central element of such systems is a uniform actuating 

unit that analyses all incoming information and, based on its comparison with the previous 

situation, produces the next control command. The reservation of the actuating unit does not 

defeat a fatal accident, as it can only be a hot reserve which will be damaged by electromagnetic 

interference (EMI) in parallel with the main equipment. In such situation, a reliable assessment 

of surge levels in low-voltage circuits and development of means and methods of their effective 

limitation, is of critical importance. 

The electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) issue may not and must not, be considered as a 

stand-alone technical task. With the correct approach, it should be assumed as one of lightning 

protection elements which should be defined in conjunction with other, more conventional, 

means of protection against lightning electricity. Unfortunately, there is no regulatory basis for 

such approach in Russia.  In the national instruments on lightning protection, RD 34.21.122-87 

and SO-153-34.21.122-2003 [1, 2], the EMC term is not even mentioned. The choice of 

lightning conductors is described there solely from the standpoint of providing the required 

reliable protection against direct lightning strikes. The compilers of lightning protection 

guidances are not bothered with the fact that being attracted by the lightning conductor, the 

lightning does not cease to be as powerful EMF source as one that is freely initiated airborne or 

affected some constructive element of the protected facility. In practice, however, it is the choice 

of optimal lightning conductor system that solving of EMC problem should start with.  Here, all 

elements of lightning conductor are important, from the rod and wire to the ground rod, for the 

current in any of these elements, as well as the lightning channel current, excites the EMF, a 

source of hazardous interference in electric circuits of the protected facility. 

The analysis below aims at providing justification concerning the choice of means and 

methods of conventional lightning protection in terms of which the most critical tasks of EMC 

must be solved. 

 

1. Mechanism of lightning surges excitation in low-voltage circuits 



In general case, one may be restricted by two different mechanisms of lightning impact 

onto electrical circuits of the facility. The first of them is determined by direct propagation of the 

total lightning current or its portion through electric circuit elements, e.g., metal sheath of cables, 

ground electrodes, etc. The second mechanism involves induction remote impact resulting in 

magnetic induction EMF excitation in facility contours or excitation of induced time-changing 

charges, by electric field of the lightning. 

 

1.1 Direct impact of lightning current 

In most of the practically significant conditions, surge is created by the voltage drop at 

the facility grounding resistance. In case the facility does not have any surface or underground 

metal communications, with direct strike the total lightning current may propagate there. But, as 

a rule, this current spreads to communications and only its part creates the surge. While 

providing EMC, one has to be aware even of a small fraction of current in the ground rod of the 

facility, since the grounding resistance seldom reaches less than 1 Ohm, and the electrical 

strength of the low voltage network is rarely over 2.5 kV. As a result, the current of 1s kilo-amps 

may represent a real danger. 

Such current can get to the ground rod not just at direct lightning strike to the facility or 

its 380/220V OHL. One has to keep in mind the lightning current propagation practically 

through any underground communication that passes near some artificial or natural lightning 

conductor and connected with it via conducting soil.  The proximity of location here is quite 

figurative. As an example, Figure 1 illustrates the estimated current load of 100 and 200m 

underground communication located at different distance from the base of the lightning 

conductor with the ground rod made as per RD 34.21.122-87 requirements. As seen, the 

communication remoteness from the lightning conductor to a distance of about 10 m can not 

protect it from the lightning current load within 10 – 20%.  This means that practically any 

lightning strike to the lightning conductor may represent danger for low-voltage network of the 

facility. 



 
 

                                                                     Figure 1 
            Current input to underground communication via conductive contact in the soil with ground rod of a separate lightning conductor 

 

Note that with given sizes of underground communication and stability of its positioning 

against the base of a lightning rod the fraction of the current branched to the communication 

through the conductive connection, in no way depend on specific resistance of the soil. Of little 

influence on it is the lightning conductor resistance unless the location of its electrodes against 

communication in question is changed. As a consequence, it is hardly possible to achieve 

effective current reduction in communication other than through its significant removal from the 

lightning conductor. 

The function of underground communication may also be execute by the reinforced 

concrete foundation of the protected facility where the same portion of lightning current as to the 

underground communication, can penetrate through the conductive soil   Data shown in Figure 2 

demonstrate how the current in the foundation of the 50x20m facility changes depending on the 

distance to the separate lightning conductor.  When looking at the diagram, it might be useful to 

think about  



 
 

                                                                    Figure 2 
                                    Current input to the base of the protected object through conductive soil connection  

                                    with the ground rod of a separate lightning conductor 
 

one's attitude towards requirements of the RD 34.21.122-87 Instructions in terms of installing a 

lightning conductor 5 m away from the protected facility. This is hardly an attitude that would 

satisfy the ENC expert. 

Another mechanism of lightning current penetration into underground communications of 

the protected facility is caused by formation of creeping spark discharges from the base and 

ground rods of a separate lightning conductor. Here, the value of the ground rod resistance is 

significant. The greater part of the lightning current enters the soil through the ground rods, the 

lesser the power contribution is to the plasma channel of the initiating discharge. As a result, its 

critical length is noticeably reduced, and with some rather small grounding resistance, the 

creeping spark discharges do not appear at all.  

According to computer calculations, to suppress completely the creeping spark channels, 

the grounding resistance must be reduced to 2 – 3 Ohm (Fig. 3) that can not be considered a 

simple task, especially in high-resistivity soils and areas of urban or industrial construction 

featuring no space for large grounding contours.  



 
 

                                                                         Figure 3 
                                        Length of creeping spark channels depending on grounding resistance 

                                        of a separate lightning conductor 

 

There used to be a hypothesis referring the possible development of continuous spark 

channels exclusively to high-resistivity soils. Recent natural experiments [3] denied such 

assumption, having shown the possibility of creating up to 20 m long channels in the soil with 

specific resistance of about 100 Ohm • m, at impact of 85 kA impulse current. 

For some reason, a special emphasis of RD 34.21.122-87 Instructions is given to 

protection from high potential entry through underground communications. This inappropriate 

definition implies the propagation of part of the lightning current from the ground rod of the 

facility subjected to direct lightning strike, through the underground communication towards 

other construction. To avoid unpleasant consequences, the Instructions prescribe metallic 

connection of the second end of communication with the ground rod of this facility – the 

manipulation is sufficient in terms of electrical safety, but not as means of protection from EMI. 

This is proved by the results of computer calculations shown in Figure 4, made for underground 

communication with a length of 200 m and a radius of 10 mm, laid in the soil with specific 

resistance of 200 Ohm • m at a depth of 0.5 m. Communication interconnects the lightning 

conductor with the grounding resistance of 10 Ohm and the facility with the grounding resistance 



1 Ohm. It was assumed that the lightning conductor accepted a lightning strike with a current 

pulse lifetime of 100 μs. 

                
 

                                                                              Figure 4 
                                Calculated current pulse in the ground roe of the facility with grounding resistance of object with 1 Ohm ground resistance 

introduced through  

                                200 m underground communications in soil with specific resistance of 200 Ohm  

 

As seen, the ground rod of the remote facility received more than 30% of the lightning current, 

therefore the risk of causing damage to its low-voltage circuits is more than real. 

 

1.2 Induced interference  

The magnetic induction EMF is the most typical and widespread kind of EMIs induced 

by the lightning electricity. As per existing data, the rate of current growth on the lightning 

current pulse front approaches in the limit to 2 × 1011 A/s. This value in a similar manner 

characterized both the impulse of the first component, the minimum front lifetime of which may 

reach 1 μs, and subsequent pulses with the minimum font lifetime of 0.25 μs [4]. Some 

confusion is created here by the requirements of IEC 62305 Standard and provisions of 

Lightning Protection Instructions SO-153-34.21.122-2003 drawn from the Standard and 

legitimated, as a model, the first component current pulse of 10/350 μs and the subsequent 

component pulse of 0.25/100 μs. The model pulses front lifetime is in no way related to the 

statistics of their direct measurements. 

The rough estimation of EMI level in a contour with the area of s, as a rule, is made 

according to the known elementary expression   
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where 0 is the magnetic permeability of the vacuum, AI  is the steepness of the lightning current 

front, d -  is the distance from the conductor to the contour in question with the area of s.  In fact, 

the formula is only valid for an unlimited length conductor with the same current in any its 

section. The distance d here must exceed many times the overall size of the contour in direction 

perpendicular to the conductor position, and the contour area should be perpendicular to the 

magnetic field lines. 

If, for example, to focus on the maximum possible steepness of the current pulse front of 

2 × 1011 A/s, at a distance of 10 m from the conductor the magnetic induction EMF in the 

contour with the area s will be 

                               UM/s = 4000 V/m2, 

that exceeds the maximum limit value for 220 V electric network at s ~ 1 m2.  

With the analyzed kind of interferences the lightning current does not propagate in the 

the considered contour and, therefore, does not load the surge protection device (SPD) if it is 

installed there. The total time of the surge impact is determined by the lightning current front 

lifetime; in practically significant conditions it does not leave range of units of microseconds. In 

any case, the normalized current pulse of 8/20 μs does not give any idea of the energy amount 

dissipated in SPD and therefore, can not be used for real assessment of its capacity. 

Note that interference impact time of about 1 μs is almost always sufficient to damage the 

low-voltage insulation, especially for damage to modern microelectronic devices.  

 



Electrostatic Induction must be taken into account when considering a structure of any 

significant height with rather big capacity to the soil C (Fig. 5). During thunderstorm, the electric 

field of the atmosphere  

                      

Figure 5 

To assessment of surge electrical component level 

 

at ground surface E0 is 30–50 kV/m and due to charge of the downward lightning leader 

approaching the facility, it may exceed 100–200kv/m [5]. As a result, in the course of electric 

field increase, the surface of the facility induces the charge, the value of which is estimated as 

                                         ChEQ ef0  ,                                               (2) 

where hef is the effective height of the facility. If, for example, C = 103  pF, E0 = 105 V/m and h 

= 10 m, the induced charge will be Q  = 1 mC. After lightning channel contacts the ground, the 

charge of the lightning leader is neutralized in the course of the main stage development. As a 

result, the induced charge on the facility is released and propagates into the ground through the 

grounding resistance Rgr. Under the given example the process of reverse charge drift will take 

time of about ∆t ~ 1 μs (during this period, the charge of lightning channel will be neutralized at 

a length of 100–150 m) which will result in considerable current providing potential rise in the 

grounding resistance to a value of 
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 In this case, with the typical grounding resistance of Rgr= 10 Ohm, the electric component 

of the surge will reach 10 kV and prove to be dangerous for the low-voltage equipment. As in 

case of surges induced by a magnetic field of the lightning, its current does not load directly the 

electrical circuit where surge is induced.  Only current caused by electrostatic induction charge 

transport to the ground will pass through SPD installed there. In orders of magnitude this current 

is compatible with 1 kA, and its lifetime is estimated by units of microseconds. 

 

1.3 Peculiarities of EMI in cable cores  

This section assumes that the lightning current propagates through a metal sheath, inside 

of which unshielded electrical circuits are located. 

Propagating through the sheath with a resistance of R0 per unit length, the current I  

creates voltage  

                                                     UE = R0lI,                                                         (4) 

 

 
Figure 6 

To the assessment of interference on cable cores insulation against its shield 

         

which influences the insulation in an open end of the cable of l length (Fig. 6). It was assumed 

that the cable is well insulated from the soil and therefore the current in the sheath is not reduced 

due to cross-leakage. If, for example, the sheath resistance per unit length R0  = 10-3 Ohm/m, in 

the absence of leakage the 100kA current will create voltage of about 10 kV at the length of 100 

m, which is quite comparable to the above mechanisms of surge excitation. When placing the 

sheath in the conductive environment, the voltage at cores insulation is reduced by current 

weakening along the length. However, the reduction multiplicity is not too significant to 

disregard the issue of the danger of induced interference. Calculation data shown in Fig. 4 can 

serve as a confirmation to the said. 

In case of a circular-section cable, the current density per unit length is the same 

throughout the entire sheath perimeter, and the magnetic field from this current inside the cable 

is identical to zero. For this reason, the voltage between any pair of cores inside the sheath is also 



equal to zero.  Surges affect only the insulation of each core against the sheath, with voltage 

being equal for all cores. 

The situation changes fundamentally for the non-circular sheath. Now the current density 

per unit length depends on the curvature radius of sheath perimeter and can be completely 

different. The numeric solution may result in distribution  

                     
 

                                                                             Figure 7 
                                       Distribution of the pulse current density per unit length along the longer side of the rectangular 
                                        metal thin wal box with the sides ratio of 4:1  

 

of current density per unit length along free-shaped sheath. As an example, Figure 7 shows such 

distribution for thin wall metal rectangular box with the length l to width d ratio as 4:1. The 

values on the diagram are normalized by the average density per unit length along the length of 

the box section perimeter. One can see a sharp increase in current density in the box corners, 

where it is almost an order higher than in the middle of the longer side of the section. The result 

of such current distribution is the magnetic flow appearance inside the box section. To analyze 

this phenomenon adequately, it is enough to consider the elliptical sheath, for which an 

analytical solution is available.  For the ellipsoid with semi-axes  a  and b, the current density per 

unit length is defined as 
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where the x coordinate is counted as shown in Figure 8. 

 



 

 

Figure 8 

To the assessment of the interference level between cores of multi-core cable 

 

With (5) it is easy to see that current density per unit length at point 1, where sheath 

curvature is maximum, refers to the same parameter at point 2 with minimal curvature as 
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This results in surge appearance between  cable cores, the maximum value of which is estimated 

as  
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if disregard the skin effect, insignificant for thin sheath of thickness d. In the extreme case, when 

the small semi-axis b << a, to estimate the limit surge between cores of a multi-core cable, an 

approximate expression can be used  
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Now it is clear, why it is feasible to refuse metal boxes of any non-circular section, first of all, 

rectangular, which cannot ensure effective cores protection from the impact of current flowing 

through the box. 

One should note the form of surge pulse which appeared between cable cores due to 

magnetic field flowing to the shielded volume. As follows from expression (8), it is proportional 

to the current in the sheath but not to its derivative, as it would happen in conventional situation, 

when magnetic field affects the external circuit. Much longer time surge impact has to be taken 

into account when choosing the protective means for the equipment connected to shielded 

circuits.  

The assessments made demonstrate that mechanisms lightning electricity impact on the 

low-voltage circuits fit the traditional picture of the impact of current and electric field of the 



lightning discharge. Solution of specific problems on the frequency of occurrence and EMI 

levels do not require new methodological scrutinizing, fundamentally different from those 

traditionally used in high-voltage engineering. It's more likely that we should speculate here of 

the sufficiency of actual data on currents and charges in lightning channel as well as adequacy of 

domains that can be used in calculation algorithms. These could be situations when disregard of 

any effect alternating the result at the level of percentage units may result in absolutely important 

qualitative consequences. 

 

2. Data on lightning parameters in EMC problems 

This does not have other source except for the generalized CIGRE 2013 report [4]. The 

report highlights all reliable data on amplitude values of the lightning current, although their 

reliability in the field of extreme values can not be judged as sufficient. Of the lesser reliability 

are data on pulse current front lifetime of the first and subsequent lightning components. But the 

main thing is that accumulated data do not ensure estimation of presence of functional links 

between a lightning current amplitude and its growth rate at the impulse front. The reliability of 

evaluations of all types of induced surges in low-voltage electrical circuits is thus compromised. 

To evaluate the reliability, a significant parameter is the operating voltage of the protected 

equipment, and the requirements to the calculation results are sharply increased for low-voltage 

circuits.  

The reason is that high-voltage insulation cannot be affected by the short-term lightning 

surge. Therefore, the maximum steepness of the current front existing just a small fraction of 

microseconds, may be disregarded. As a consequence, the induced surges are estimated by the 

average current steepness within its front. Things are much different with low-voltage insulation. 

Nanosecond EMI impact is just enough for its breakdown  Microelectronics are even more 

sensitive in this respect.  That is why magnetic induction EMF in EMC problems has to be 

estimated by the maximum steepness of the current pulse front. Figure 9, explaining the 

estimation method lightning current parameters, had been taken from CIGRE report. The way of  



 
Diagram Parameter Parameter description 

I10 10% level of lightning current 

I30 30% level of lightning current 

I90 90% level of lightning current 

I100 =II Initial peak of lightning current 

IF Final (global) peak of lightning current 

I10/90 Time interval between current levels of 10% and 90% 

I30/90 Time interval between current levels of 30% and 90% 

S10 Instantaneous steepness at current level of 10%  

S10/90 Average current steepness at 10%-90% segment 

S30/90 Average current steepness at 30%-90% segment 

Sm Maximum front steepness of lightning current 

 

                                                              Figure 9 
                                                  Lightning impulse current waveforms processing technique  

 

maximum front steepness assessment may hardly be reliable. Yet, it determines the amplitude of 

the induced surge from current surge in the lightning channel. Needless to say, that the error 

within tens of percents here is more than probable. 

Another poorly predictable source of error is the fact that nearly all measurements of 

lightning current were made at the ground surface or at the top of metal ground structures. When 

propagating through the plasma channel of the lightning, the wave front of current significantly 

deforms thus resulting in its steepness decrease.   



 
 

                                                                Figure 10 
                                               Change in the current wave front steepness of the main lightning phase during 

                                               its GC propagation (calculation within model [5] framework) 

 

Unfortunately, here you can rely only on the results of computer simulation which does not have 

yet reliable experimental confirmation. As an example, Figure 10 shows the results of steepness 

on the current wave front, propagating to the cloud through the plasma channel of the lightning. 

The main stage model developed in [5], was applied in this calculation. One can see that the 

initial current pulse with the initial rectangular front in the first 100 m of its propagation reduced 

the maximum steepness to 85 kA/μs, and after propagating to 300 m it reduced to approximately 

25 kA/μs. The direct proportionality between current steepness and interference level help to 

estimate the error degree caused by disregard of this effect. 

The uncertainty of data on wave velocity at the main stage of vr is no less important. 

CIGRE report actually involves only the range of measurement vr (100–200 m/μs), not connected 

to any extent with the amplitude of the current wave propagating through the plasma channel. 

Computation data in Fig. 11 show how depending on the rate vr, the steepness of the magnetic 

field changes in the point near the ground surface removed from the channel to 20 m. To reveal 

the effect as it is, the rectangular waveform of the current was assumed to propagate through the 

lightning channel without distortion and attenuation. A twofold change in the rate of the main 

stage results in almost the same 

 



 
 

Figure 11 
                             Rate of magnetic field alteration in the point removed 

                              20 m from lightning channel 

 

change of growth H steepness and, therefore the magnetic induction EMF level, which can not 

be disregarded in solving EMC problems. 

When assessing EMI, both temporal parameters of the lightning current pulse and its 

lifetime acquire larger significance. Knowledge of this parameter is necessary for solving 

problems on redistribution of current between communications through which it propagates. 

Unfortunately, statistic data on lightning current pulses lifetime are also limited. 

The lack of actual data is critical when estimating the level of electrostatic interferences 

where one should know the electric charge distribution along the lightning channel, taking into 

account the branches and curvatures of the trajectory. At best, one may rely solely on the 

estimation of the order of interference magnitude. 

                          

3. Numerical computation issues 

It must be emphasized once again that at present this kind of methodological problem 

does not exist. The technique of calculating electrical circuits with concentrated and distributed 

parameters had been well developed. The presence of non-linear elements in the circuit does not 

create critical challenges, if, of course, their volt-ampere characteristics are known. Almost the 

same can be said in terms of magnetic field computation for a given system of conductors with 

known currents. Paradoxically, the source of dangerous confusion are the existing regulations, 



whose instructions are supposedly aimed at simplification of calculating techniques. It is 

regrettable that majority of those is reduced to complete disregard of reactive elements in 

equivalent circuits, first of all, inductances of impulse current distribution circuits (Fig. 13). 

 
   Figure 13 

                                                                       Equivalent circuit for calculating lightning current distribution from GOST P IEC 61643-12-2011 

 

Explanation that proposed circuit is simplified, does not save the day. When calculating EMI and 

selecting protective means, it is fundamentally impossible to use the equivalent circuit which does not 

suppose lightning current redistribution in time, as this may result in almost all current first loading one of 

electrical circuits, and then almost entirely switching to another. It is critical that that this can dramatically 

distort the impulse front which determines magnetic induction EMF. Under certain practically significant 

conditions the lifetime of such front may exceed 100 μs, which makes it too hard to select the SPD inclusion 

into stepwise protection. The Conference presumes a special report on this matter [6]. As for the error in 

estimating the amplitude value of current in specific circuits, it may well exceed 100%. 

Methodical approaches to the magnetic field estimation are not, as a rule, described in regulations. 

Nor they have working algorithms for calculating induced interferences levels. They become necessary for 

industrial facilities where lightning current which was accepted by the lightning conductor or affected a 

segment of the protected structure, propagates along numerous conductors installed overhead or in a soil. 

The traditional bruteforce solution of the problem, the total magnetic field computation in the questioned 

space with subsequent computation, on its basis, of magnetic induction EMF, may hardly be considered 

optimal. More effective is the algorithm that allows avoiding the calculation of the total magnetic field 

vector.  For this purpose the considered contour is represented by a set of straight finite-length conductors, 

each with own mutual inductances defined according to known calculated correlations, with all 

communications on the protected territory, transporting the lightning current or its part. Therefore, the 

problem is reduced to algebraic in- time summation of magnetic induction EMF.  Practical experience of 

applying such algorithm in ENIN has revealed the possibility of rather simple software implementation and 

proved high computational efficiency. It is very critical that for a particular facility the computation of 



mutual inductances is made only once, and afterwards they may be used in any calculation parameters of 

the pulse lightning current. 

Summarizing materials of Sections 2 and 3, it might be concluded that that the existing scope of 

actual data on lightning discharge electric parameters and dynamics of their change in time does not 

ensure reliable computation of EMI levels in low-voltage electrical circuits of modern technical facilities.  

The error at the level of a valid digit may be assumed more than probable. The same applies to the 

definition of SPD operating modes. 

The regulatory framework for EMC assurance is not able to provide a feasible choice of means 

of protection against lightning current and EMF and, therefore, need a fundamental revision.  

 

4. "Natural" means of EMI limitation 

An ultimate reduction in number of lightning strikes to the protected facility surroundings should be 

the most simple but notable means to limit the lightning current EMI frequency.  This may be achieved 

through choosing the suitable lightning conductors. The detail description of the advantages of multi-

electrode grounding against single lightning conductors, and cable against rod ones, is given in [7]. In recent 

years, ENIN experts have developed the multi-cable system of lightning conductors which applies the 

shielding effect of the volumetric charge of corona, which is formed from ground wires in the electric field 

of the thundercloud, with no use of any high voltage sources. With 30-40 m spacing in ground wires 

installation, the solid cloud of a volumetric corona charge is formed. Through shielding the protected facility 

territory, it eliminates the emergence of counter leaders from all facilities located there, including ground 

wires themselves.  As a result, the radius of lightning attraction turns close to zero.  Only those lightning 

channels that are initiated directly above it reach the protected area.  The reliability of protection from direct 

lightning strikes at other equal conditions thus increases within the order of magnitude (Fig. 14), and 

protection reliability of order 0.999 can be provided at exceeding ground wires just in 3-4 m. 



 

Figure 14 

                                        To assessment of shielding effect of volumetric corona charge in multi-cabled grounding system 

                                       (5 ground wires at a height of 30 m; spacing 40 m); protected territory 110 х 120 m. 

 

Besides, the bases of lightning wires may be installed outside the protected area and interconnected 

with an underground grounding busbar, which almost completely eliminates the lightning current input to 

the ground circuit of the protected facility. 

The total outcome of applying multi-cable system is as follows: 

- the reliability of protected area protection from direct lightning strikes is not less than 0.999, 

- the total number of lightning strikes to grounding wires and underneath territory  

 is reduced by 2.5–3 times, 

- EMIs induced by the lightning current in the grounding contour of the protected facility 

   are almost completely excluded, 

- interference from lightning current in grounding wires are reduced within the order of magnitude. 

The developed guidances and design software make the multi-cable system of lightning protection suitable 

for widespread application. 

The shielding effect of a volumetric corona charge can be used as well if it is necessary to locate, on 

the protected territory, a concentrated high construction, for example, an antenna which cannot be used as a 

natural lightning conductor.  DAS-type lightning protection system is presented in [7]. 

Partition of lightning current by routes used in multi-cable lightning protection, may be used to limit 

EMIs in any ground wires system. With increase of their number, the magnetic field inside the protected 

volume is sharply reduced. Computation data in Figure 15 may be an example. They are obtained for the 



80х80 m building 50 m high. The magnetic field estimation point was located at a distance of 1 m from the 

middle of the wall inside the building.   

 

 

                                                                      Figure 15 
                                       The estimated dependence of magnetic field on ground wires installation step  
                                        at a distance of 1 m from the wall center of 80x80 m building in its 0 internal volume. 

 

With reduction of installation step from 20 to 2 m the magnetic field in the considered point 

decreases approximately by 35 times.   Of course, installation of lightning conductors with 1-2 m 

spacing will hardly be considered a constructive technical solution, but we should emphasize that 

their function may be performed by many structural elements of the facility, first of all, by metal 

framing of its glass units and vertical columns.  

We are keen to recommend the reduction of ground resistance of the protected structure 

and its lightning conductors. This process is useful in many respects, including facilitation of 

SPDs operation, which in some cases have to be installed in particularly responsible circuits. 

Unfortunately, it hardly be possible to bring the ground wire voltage to a safe level due to sharp 

decrease of its grounding resistance in practically significant operating conditions of low-voltage 

circuits. This has already been mentioned above.  And yet, any technical event, called to reduce 

the grounding resistance, is favorable for the normal operation of the facility within lightning 

environment. The problem of EMC assurance may be considered almost done if, through 

reducing the grounding resistance, one succeeds in avoiding stepwise protection of the electric 

circuit, by limiting with the installation of class I + II SPDs. This is not about the cost of 



protection, but about the complete refusal from its stepwise arrangement where it is difficult to 

ensure selectivity of surge activation at current pulses initiation with gentle (~ 100 μs) wave 

front. Their appearance is quite typical in current distribution along surface and underground 

communications. 

Tracing of underground communications by the consequences of influence on EMI levels 

must be considered the same means as reduction of grounding resistance. By removing the 

communication from the impulse current source, it is impossible to avoid completely conductive 

connections through soil conductivity, but it is possible to reduce by several times the current in 

lightning wire of the protected facility, thus facilitating SPD operation. 

We should note once again that lightning surge of resistive origin almost always require 

the use of SPDs in low-voltage circuits. The only exception here is the complete protection of the 

entire facility area from the lightning current propagation, just as it is implemented in the multi-

cable protection system. 

Shielding of surface and underground communications is a sufficiently effective means 

of limiting interference induced by the lightning magnetic field. 

 

                                                               Figure 16 
                                   Frequency parameters of shields of different construction 

           

    The metal sheath of the cable, metal boxes, trays, metal casings of pipes and even rods 

of reinforced concrete framework and walls of the building to some extent shield internal 

electrical communications from the external magnetic field. The multiplicity of attenuation to a 



strong degree depends on specific resistance of the used metal and its thickness, and, most 

importantly, on the frequency of the main harmonic of the emitted electromagnetic pulse. As an 

example Figure 16 demonstrates the frequency characteristics of shields of various construction, 

drawn from STO 56947-29-240.044-2010 regulation. All characteristics are distinguished by the 

presence of a sufficiently flat maximum at units of kilohertz, where the multiplicity of 

electromagnetic radiation decay in order of magnitude is close to 100. As frequency increases, 

the decay multiplicity decreases, asymptotically approaching the value, an order less than the 

maximum. The typical frequency of the first harmonic of magnetic induction EMF lies within 

100-1000 kHz, where the average multiplicity of voltage reduction in order of magnitude is close 

to 10. Such significant weakening of induced interference should not be neglected. The use of 

electrical circuits shielding often results in complete avoidance of SPD installation if, of course, 

the nature of the impact is associated with electromagnetic induction. 

 

Conclusion 

1. Interferences to low-voltage electrical circuits, caused by electromagnetic field of lightning, can 

be reduced to a safe level by "natural" means, applying the systems of multiple lightning conductors of the 

minimum possible exceeding, through partition of the lightning current to the maximum possible number of 

grounding wires, optimizing the tracing of cable canals and electrical circuits shielding. Thus, in many 

practically significant situations it is possible to avoid use of SPD. 

2. SPD has to be considered as the main means of protection against resistive interferences which 

appear in grounding wire of the protected facility at propagation of total lightning current or its portion, 

entered via surface and underground communications. The recommendation on their connection to ground 

contour of the facility in many practically significant conditions does not reduce the interference to a safe 

level. 

3. The existing regulations on EMC with lightning, including drawn from IEC standards, is not able 

to provide the reliable protection of low-voltage electrical circuits from the impact of current lightning EMF; 

the use of simplified methods of calculating the current load and the levels of interferences contained in 

these regulations is unacceptable due to fundamental errors. 

4. Domestic regulations bank urgently needs the development of a new generation instrument 

regulating technical activities regarding EMC with lightning. The instrument must be focused on the 

maximum possible use of "natural" conventional lightning protection means reducing the frequency and 

levels of lightning hazards. The use of SPDs should be regarded as an extraordinary measure aimed at 

limiting surges of resistive origin. An integral part of the new instrument should be annexes containing 

typical algorithms and software for calculating the interference levels SPD current load. 
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